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SIRUI VH-10 PROFESSIONAL 
FLUID VIDEO HEAD

Professional Fluid Video Head

Features

What’s included: 
Handle, Quick release plate  

(Manfrotto compatible)

VH-10 VIDEO HEAD

BSRVH10       VH-10       Aluminum Alloy               1.98 (0.9)    8.8 (4)  $249.95 
BSRVH125D        VH-125     QR Platform           2.2 (1.0)    8.8 (4)    $  69.95 
BSRVH350       VH-350     Aluminum Alloy           2.2 (1.0)    8.8 (4)    $134.95 

Item #
Sirui 

Model # Materials
Weight 
lb (kg)

Load 
lb (kg) MSRPDimensions 

in (mm)
14.4 (365) x 5.7 (145) x 3.7 (95)

Height: 1.15 (29.2)  Diameter: 3.58 (91)

VH-350 
Quick Release Plate

Accessories

VH-10

Compact design ● Professional Quality  
Made for today’s DSLR/Video Systems

To make horizontal alignment of your camera system simple, there 
are 2 bubble levels on the SIRUI VH-10 Video Head – one on the 
base of the head (to make sure your tripod is properly aligned) and 
one on top of the head (to check alignment of the camera). 

The world of videography has quickly changed over the past few years. Many 
photographers have realized the need and advantage of shooting videos. The  
introduction of DSLRs and lower priced modular video cameras that can produce 
professional quality videos, has accelerated this trend.

Along with the growth of video has come the need for high quality video heads 
that are compact in size, but provide the control needed to produce videos with 
smooth pans, controlled tilts and seamless transitions. The SIRUI VH-10 
Professional Fluid Video Head is a compact video head designed for today’s 
photo/videographers.

While this precision-machined aluminum video head weighs only 0.9kg 
(1.98lb), it can easily handle camera systems (camera, lens, grip, 
lights, etc.) weighing up to 6kg (13.2lb)! And to keep everything level, it 
has a 2kg (4.4lb) built-in counterbalance system. 

The panning resistance is preset to provide amazingly smooth 360° pans and can be locked in position when you need precise framing. The 
SIRUI designed fluid head tilting mechanism lets you steplessly dial in the amount of resistance you need - producing the smooth, professional looking 
movement you demand, whether you’re working with a heavy or lightweight camera system.

When the Tilt Control Knob has no resistance, the head can quickly be moved to the desired angle. The counterbalance mechanism helps to bring 
the head back to a neutral position when you tilt the head - this helps camera balance and reduces unsteady tilt sequences, even when no resistance 
is set. As you increase the resistance, or drag, you noticeably smooth out the look of your tilts. When you combine the smooth panning motion with 
properly selected drag for tilting, you will achieve a very fluid, professional look and feel to your videos. You can also lock panning and/or tilting, so no 
movement occurs at all.

Since you will be using different camera/lens combinations, you will need to make forward and backward camera position adjustments on the video 
head, for proper balance and alignment. The VH-10 Quick Release Platform can do this very quickly and easily. It has a dual safety lock system to 
prevent the camera from accidentally falling off when the primary locking mechanism is loosened. You must push the secondary release button to 
remove the camera from the video head. Very safe!

NEW!

VH-125D 
Quick Release Plate

● Precision machining and forged aircraft aluminum body provides  
   a rugged, reliable head that weighs only 1.98lb (0.9kg!) 
   Supports up to 13.2 lb (0.6kg)
● Smooth fluid movements combined with an advanced 
   balancing system – 360° horizontally and +/-90º vertically 
● Two bubble levels for critical alignment

4.92 (125) x 4.01 (102) x 0.9 (23)



VH
VH-20

SIRUI PH-20 PROFESSIONAL 
FLUID VIDEO HEAD

Superb Flexibility
By turning the horizontal panning dial from 0 (no resistance) to 1, 2 or 3, you increase the drag to slow and smooth out your panning (360°). The 
same is true with the tilting dial. At 0 position, the head moves quickly up and down (+/-90°) – and the spring mechanism helps to bring the head to a 
neutral position when you release it. As you add more resistance (dial in higher numbers), you smooth out your tilts. When you combine both panning 
and tilting motions with some drag resistance, you will achieve a very fluid, professional look to your videos. You can also lock panning and/or tilting, 
so no movement occurs at all.

Professional Fluid Video Head
To create beautiful professional videos, you need to have a video head 
that provides smooth movements and transitions.  The  Sirui VH-20 
Professional Fluid Video Head  has   a  fluid system for smooth 
panning and tilting, featuring 3 different resistance settings plus a 
freewheeling position for fast horizontal and vertical movements.

VH-20 FLUID VIDEO HEAD

The vertical tilt movement has a spring-assisted mechanism for  
added support and auto-return to the neutral position.

You can make forward and backward camera position adjustments on 
the head for balance and alignment very quickly and easily. The Quick  
Release platform has a dual safety lock system to prevent the camera 
from accidentally falling off when the primary locking mechanism is loos-
ened. You must push the secondary release button to remove the camera 
from the video head.

Lightweight, yet strong!
The precision-machined aluminum Sirui VH-20 video head 
weighs only 4.6lb (2.1kg), but, it can hold up to 33lb (15kg) 
– a serious video head!  To make horizontal alignment of the 
head extra easy, there are 2 bubble levels – one on the base 
of the head (with an LED for low-light viewing) and one on 
top of the video head (a Sirui first!).  To attach the video head 
to a video tripod like the Sirui  VT-2003/ 2203, you’ll need a 
Sirui Y75B Leveling Ball Set. This simple device screws into 
the VH-20 and enables you to precisely align the video head, 
even when the tripod legs are uneven. Just twist to loosen, 
make your adjustment and twist to lock it in place.

● Precision machining and forged aircraft aluminum  
   body provides a rugged, reliable head that weighs 
   only 4.6lb (2.1kg)!
● Smooth fluid movements combined with an 
   advanced balancing system – 360° horizontally 
   and +/-90° vertically

Features

What’s included: 
Handle, Quick re-

lease plate (Manfrotto 
compatible), CR1632 

battery for LED

VH SERIES TRIPODS

BSRVH20       VH-20       Aluminum Alloy               2.2 (1.0)    8.8 (4)    $795.95 
 
BSRVH125D        VH-125     QR Platform           2.2 (1.0)    8.8 (4)    $69.95 
BSRY75A       Y-75A        75mm Bowl          2.2 (1.0)    8.8 (4)    $46.95 
BSRY75B          Y-75B        75mm Leveling Ball Set         1.7 (0.8)  13.2 (6)    $89.95 
BSRVH350       VH-350     Aluminum Alloy           2.2 (1.0)    8.8 (4)    $134.95 
BSRVH90         VH-90       QR Platform           1.7 (0.8)  13.2 (6)      $99.95

Item #
Sirui 

Model # Materials
Weight 
lb (kg)

Load 
lb (kg) MSRP

Dimensions 
in (mm)

15.6 (395) x 5.7 (145) x 6.9 (175)

4.92 (125) x 1.97 (50) x 0.47 (12)
Height: 1.15 (29.2)  Diameter: 3.58 (91)
Height: 7.5 (190.5)  Diameter: 3.62 (92)
16.5 (420) x 3.1 (79) x 5.7 (145)
4.92 (125) x 4.01 (102) x 0.9 (23)

Y75B 
75mm 

Leveling Ball Set

Y75A 
75mm Bowl for 

Sirui R-3/4 Series

VH-90 
Quick Release 

Platform

VH-350 
Quick Release Plate

VH-125D 
Quick Release 

Plate

Accessories

VH-20

SIRUI VH-10 PROFESSIONAL 
FLUID VIDEO HEAD


